
Weaponsmith 661 

Chapter 661: Up to no good 

 

“You… has water gotten into your head? You can’t feel this at all?” 

Liu Buyan was extremely depressed as his hand in the air stopped for a short moment before the golden 

needle pricked into Huang Yueli’s back and his movements had became much gentler than before. 

“How about now? Is it still painful? Has your symptoms reduced??” He clenched his teeth and inquired. 

This needle had a slight prickling pain, as though she had been bitten by a mosquito. 

Huang Yueli satisfactorily hooked the sides of her lips upwards and replied, “Oh, I feel it, I feel it! Indeed, 

I no longer feel so dizzy now. Looks like your blind guess seemed to be of some use…..” 

His highly perfected medical skills were ‘blind guesses’? Such an obvious effect was called ‘of some use’? 

Liu Buyan cried out in discomfort! But to prove that his medical skills were extraordinary, he was not 

able to poke her to death with one prick! 

Moreover, he couldn’t bear to raise his hand against someone who had such a similar expression and 

look. 

Liu Buyan couldn’t think of anything else and holding in his anger, he applied acupuncture on Huang 

Yueli’s acupoints with the golden needles. 

In this entire process, not that he had never thought of using underhanded methods to implicate her. 

But the minute something was wrong, Huang Yueli would hurl out all sorts of suspicions at him. 

Such as “Do you really know how to do treatment?”, “Blowing your own trumpet until it’s already 

broken? I don’t believe Divine Doctor Liu don’t even know how to do acupuncture!”, “Vagrant scammer 

will be a vagrant scammer, admitting it won’t kill you!” 

Just listening to these alone infuriated Liu Buyan so much that his eyebrows kept twitching. 

He finally finished the acupuncture and left the golden needles on her for around one hour after Liu 

Buyan removed it. 

“So how are you now? Much better?” Liu Buyan asked with a black face. 

Huang Yueli tried sensing and replied, “I seem much better now. But when I turn my head like this, I still 

feel giddy and the right side of my head still feels painful…..” 

This time round, she was telling the truth. After all, she was seeing the doctor so if she were to tell the 

wrong symptoms, it would affect the doctor’s judgement so it won’t do any good for her. 

What’s more, as long as Liu Buyan did not come out with any evil ideas, she wouldn’t intentionally go 

against him because all she wanted to was to survive only….. 

Liu Buyan squinted his eyes when he heard what she said. 



He stretched out his hand and once again, placed it on Huang Yueli’s wrist. 

The dark attributed Profound Energy in your body had already been dispersed by a large amount. But 

because the treatment time was delayed for quite some time, so a substantial amount of Profound 

Energy had already invaded the inner portion of your dantian, and would not be easily eradicated.” 

“So….. that portion would never be cleared?” Huang Yueli enquired. 

“Of course it can be cleared!” Liu Buyan stared at her in disbelief, as his words had repeatedly been 

doubted by this lass! 

But while thinking, he burst out laughing. 

“Hmm, once this portion of dark attributed Profound Energy had invaded the dantian, it was indeed 

more difficult to cure. As time drags on, it might possibly invade your meridians and affect your future 

cultivation. But there is still a way to clear it fast. Nothing can stump me, Li Buyan! Just wait and see!” 

As Liu Buyan spoke, he turned and walked out of the room. 

Huang Yueli was stunned when she saw him acting in this way. 

Earlier Liu Buyan appeared melancholy, sporting a look as though he wanted to kill her just with his 

eyes. But after a couple of breath’s time, he suddenly laughed. 

This was just too abnormal and weird! 

It was apparent that that fellow didn’t have any good intentions! 

Could it be that he was thinking of other sinister ideas to exact revenge on her? 

Chapter 662: Take off your clothes! 

 

After a while, Liu Buyan returned with two thirteen to fourteen year old servant girls. 

He turned around and instructed the servant girls before walking to her bedside. 

This time, Liu Buyan’s spitting anger expression no longer hung on his face. Instead, a smile hung on his 

face and his gaze ran from head to toe, as he presumptuously sized Huang Yueli up. 

His eyes undisguisedly bore the four words: Up to no good! 

Huang Yueli took guard against him as she questioned, “What’s up with you…. why are you staring at me 

like that?” 

Liu Buyan’s thin lips curled upwards as he spat out these words. 

“Take off your clothes!” 

Huang Yueli was shocked as she couldn’t believe her ears, “What did you say?” 

Her delicate pale face revealed a sluggish expression, temporarily losing her black bellied and calm 

smile. 



Liu Buyan saw her expression and his spirits instantly was lifted. He delightfully smiled as he spoke 

slowly, “Take, off, your, clothes! I think I’ve made myself very clear? Do you need a more detailed 

explanation? That means to remove all your clothes, from your inner clothes to the outer ones, from top 

to toe, remove ALL your clothes, understand?” 

Huang Yueli’s face immediately turned green. 

….. 

Sky Cloud City North Eastern Region. 

On a uneven mountain path, the rider dressed in black rode on a steed as it speedily flew on the narrow 

pathway. 

Very quickly, he arrived at his destination – a majestic atmospheric mountain, which was also where Li 

Moying’s Sect was. 

The minute he arrived at the front mountain, he was stopped by someone. 

The disciples standing guard spoke down against him haughtily, “Who is that, report your name! Do you 

know where this place is? How dare you rush headlong to our Sect’s main door!” 

His attitude was extremely impolite but disciples from a large Sect were often arrogant and there was 

no exception even if he was just an outer disciple who stood guard outside the door. 

The black robed rider got off the horse and passed a token ring to the outer disciple. 

“Acting on my master’s orders, I’m returning to the Sect.” His expression was solemn as he spoke calmly. 

The outer disciple was originally in a lazy attitude but the minute he saw the token ring, his hand 

trembled and almost dropped the token ring onto the ground. Following that he immediately adjusted 

his posture and stood pencil straight. 

He held the token ring with both hands and delivered it to the black robed rider’s hand. 

“S… So you’re Sir Mo Yi, it’s been hard on you to have completed your tasks while outside! Please enter 

inside quickly, this way please!” 

As Li Moying’s subordinate, Mo Yi wasn’t a nobody in the Sect. He was also a well known figure among 

the inner disciples and had passed various tests and handled the bodyguard position before he became 

the commander of the Shadow Guards. 

He kept his token ring and asked the disciple standing guard, “Where is Young Sect Master now?” 

The doorkeeper disciple hurriedly replied, “This…. my position is lowly here so I’m not sure of Young 

Sect Master’s movements. But I heard that the competition with West Sky Region is starting soon so all 

direct disciples are currently in closed door cultivation at the hind mountain so Young Sect Master 

should be there too.” 

When Mo Yi heard that, he appeared stunned, instinctively feeling something was amiss. 



Li Moying sent an urgent mail to ask him to return to the Sect in the shortest time possible. He had 

thought something major was happening in the Sect which could have endangered Li Moying’s safety. 

Because of that, he rushed back burning with anxiety and in the several days of his journey, a few fourth 

grade Dark Snow Piebald Horses had died from tiredness which was why he was able to reach the Sect 

in such a short amount of time. 

But it looked like nothing had happened in the Sect at all. 

Chapter 663: Murong Fei appears 

 

A suspicion flashed past Mo Yi’s head. 

His Master naturally had his own reason to summon him back and as his subordinate, the only thing he 

needed to do was to listen to his commands. 

Mo Yi had been thinking in this way as he nodded and replied, “Thank you!” 

He led his horses to the doorkeeper disciple and following that, he prepared to head towards the rear 

mountain and report to Li Moying. 

Who knew, he had just taken a few steps when he heard a burst of disturbance coming from the main 

gate and all the doorkeeper disciples had rushed towards the door. Quite a number of people had 

gathered along the pathway leading to the main door. 

Mo Yi turned his head around questioningly. 

Right in the sky at the main door, multi colored clouds tinged with sunset hues filled the horizon. 

And amidst the dazzling radiance, a huge, snow condor gradually descended onto the ground. 

All the feathers on this snow condor were not tinged with any other colors. It was as white as the 

unmeltable icicles on the top of the snow mountain and it’s body size was enormous. When it spread 

out its wings, it measured as long as twenty meters. 

Not only did it had strong power, it also looked extravagant and beautiful. 

After the snow condor steadied itself on the ground, a bunch of outer disciples gathered around and 

respectfully queued up into a line to pay their respects. 

On the back of the snow condor alighted a graceful peerless beauty. She was dressed in a crimson long 

dress which highlighted her looks and with her excelling temperament, slender swaying frame, she 

resembled an angel who had descended onto the mortal world. 

In many people’s eyes, she was indeed a fairy from the Nine Skies. 

After she descended the snow condor, without giving those surrounding her a glance she walked past 

the white jade pathway and walked through the main door. Her chin was raised upwards in the entire 

journey, displaying an aloof and arrogant look. 



However, in the eyes of the outer disciples, they were head over heels for her and even after she had 

left for quite a distance, they were still in a daze in their original spots. 

Mo Yi turned around and shot one glance, understanding clearly in his mind. 

There could only be one person who would display such an extravagant entrance just entering the main 

door. That would be the precious Eldest Young Miss of the Sect Master – Murong Fei! 

Eldest Young Miss Murong was born with a golden spoon in her mouth. Not only did she had gorgeous 

looks, her innate gifts were also outstanding and she was an famous, peerless beauty in the South Sky 

Region. In everyone’s eyes, she was also thought to be well-matched for Li Moying. 

Mo Yi had once believed that this Eldest Young Miss Murong would eventually become his future 

Mistress. 

But after he had met Huang Yueli on the last trip back to South Yue Kingdom, he already knew what kind 

of lady did his Master like. 

This aloof and arrogant Eldest Young Miss Murong was not his Master’s cup of tea! 

So Mo Yi didn’t bother to give another look and continued on his way towards the mountain pathway, 

only thinking to grasp tight on the timing and report to Li Moying earlier. 

But just at this moment, a female voice was heard from his back. 

“The person in front, stop for a moment!” 

Although this voice sounded melodious, but it contained a sense of arrogant prestige in it. 

Mo Yi’s brows creased but he halted his footsteps, turned around and lowered his head to pay respect 

to the person who had called out. 

“Eldest Young Miss Murong.” 

Murong Fei walked in front of him and her eyes flash past a strict, cold glint! 

This Mo Yi….. his actions were pretty hasty. The minute he received the forged letter she had written, he 

immediately set forth to return and had only used three days to reach the Sect. 

Even though she took a ride in the Soaring Cloud Snow Condor, she almost couldn’t catch up with him. 

However, to be able to meet here meant heavens was also on her side. 

Murong Fei hid the smile in the corner of her lips and her gaze fell onto Mo Yi as she asked frostily, 

“Who are you? Why didn’t you take your initiative and pay your respects to me when you saw me 

earlier?” 

Chapter 664: Intercepted midway 

 

Mo Yi knew that Murong Fei was extremely particular to stay on her dignity and was someone who was 

particular about ostentation and extravagance. 



Those disciples whose status were much lower would be required to pay their respects to her, otherwise 

they would be secretly marked by her. 

He hurriedly replied, “Please be appeased, Eldest Young Miss. I am Mo Yi and I have a huge 

responsibility now to report to my Master urgently, so I didn’t notice what had happened earlier at the 

main door. If I had offended you in any way, I hope Eldest Young Miss don’t take it to heart.” 

Murong Fei raised her eyebrows and replied, “Your Master? You are…..” 

Mo Yi replied: “I am one of Young Sect Master’s Shadow Guard.” 

Murong Fei had intentionally asked him on purpose so she displayed an enlightened look as she nodded 

and continued, “Yes, no wonder I find you familiar. So you are one of Moying’s guards.” 

“That’s right. I had just returned from outside earlier and as Master had urgently recalled me, I was in a 

hurry to report to him at the rear mountain so I beseech Eldest Young Miss to allow me to leave for 

now.” 

Mo Yi heaved a sigh of relief, thinking that he had got past this hurdle for now. 

Although Murong Fei’s character was cold and aloof, but towards Li Moying, she had always tried to get 

into his good books. So with this in mind, she was much tolerant towards the subordinates under Li 

Moying and had never made things difficult for them. 

But this round, things were not as what Mo Yi had predicted. 

When Murong Fei heard what he said, she did not let him go off as what she did in the past, but she 

replied, “Senior Brother is currently in closed door cultivation at the rear mountain, preparing for the 

tournament which will be held seven days later. This is the biggest event that is happening in our Sect 

for now so how can you go and disturb him now? Whatever matter you have, wait until the tournament 

is over!” 

She turned around and looked at her own guards, “You guys bring Protector Mo Yi to the room on the 

mountainside to rest and treat him well. This person here is the most popular person around your Young 

Sect Master!” 

Murong Fei’s guards immediately passionately welcomed him. 

“Senior Brother Mo, this way please!” 

Mo Yi hastily replied, “N…No….. rest time isn’t urgent. Eldest Young Miss, I really have urgent matters to 

meet with my Master and he was the one who used the white breasted falcon to deliver the urgent mail 

to recall me, so he must have something very urgent! Even if he is in closed door cultivation, he will 

definitely come out and meet me so I must rush over immediately!” 

Murong Fei creased her brows and replied coldly, “It was rumoured that the people around Senior 

Brother have outstanding cultivations and were all dependable and reliable. But how come you don’t 

seem to be understand the severity of this matter? The tournament is the biggest event that is 

happening in the Sect now and Senior Brother holds the hope for the entire Sect. How can he be 

disturbed during his closed door cultivation? If this disturbance causes damages to his cultivation, are 

you going to be accountable for it?” 



Mo Yi was lectured till his face turned pale and his head hung low. 

But he was still reluctant to give up and immediately replied, “Eldest Young Miss, please be appeased. I 

naturally understand the point you are trying to put across but… but this is the first time Master had 

sent out such an urgent mail to recall me, so he must have something major cropping up! I must go and 

meet him now!” 

“Enough! Why can’t you be more sensible? Senior Brother is in the Sect and there are so many fellow 

disciples around him, so if he really met with any trouble, who wouldn’t be of help? Must he really wait 

for you to do it? Besides that, I have been meeting Senior Brother every day for the past few days and 

he had been in a pretty good mood. He doesn’t look like he had anything urgent to attend to.” 

“But, that letter…..” 

Mo Yi didn’t want to rebuke Murong Fei but when he recalled the illegible handwriting and a few hasty 

sentences, it made him uptight once more. 

Murong Fei had not expected him to be so uncooperative and her tone started to be tinged with 

impatience. 

Chapter 665: Don’t believe he cannot cure her! 

 

“What? Did you think that anyone could hurt Senior Brother in the Sect?” 

Mo Yi hurriedly shook his head, “No, it’s not like that. I had never thought of it in this way…..” he tried to 

explain. 

However Murong Fei didn’t wait for him to finish before she cut him off again. 

“Since that’s the case, then don’t disturb Senior Brother!” 

Mo Yi frowned and a sense of uncertainty appeared at the back of his head, not understanding why 

Murong Fei must stop him from meeting Li Moying. 

Murong Fei saw his strange expression and realised that her attitude seemed slightly off hand and 

immediately relaxed her tone by adding a few more words of explanation. 

“I had said these was all for the consideration of the Sect. But I can understand your feelings as well. 

Why not we do it in this way, you follow my guards to rest up in the room first. As for your return, I’ll 

inform Senior Brother. If he wishes to meet up with you, he will naturally ask someone to summon you.” 

After Mo Yi heard this, he thought carefully for a moment and felt that it made sense. 

If Li Moying had something urgent to look for him, even if he don’t call on him, Li Moying would also ask 

someone to check on his whereabouts and if it’s nothing urgent, he would naturally not want to meet 

anyone while he’s in closed door cultivation. 

With Murong Fei passing the word, it would be better than him rashly disturbing his Master. 

With his, he nodded his head and replied, “Then I will have to trouble Eldest Young Miss.” 



Mo Yi following Murong Fei’s guards and making a turn, he made his way towards another mountain 

pathway. 

Murong Fei let out a frosty smile upon seeing his disappearing silhouette. 

She was going to meet Li Moying but she would absolutely not remind Li Moying about Mo Yi’s return. 

If she were to allow them to meet, then the fact that she had sent the assassin to kill that lass would be 

exposed! She was worried that Zuo Fangping would not be able to find an opportunity to take action so 

she wanted to make more time for him so that he would be able to ensure things go on without an flaw! 

As for that summoning letter, it was not even from Li Moying so even if Mo Yi waited till the end of time, 

Li Moying would not possibly summon for him. 

When Mo Yi finally realised something was wrong, that wretched lass’s bones might have already turned 

to ashes! 

As Murong Fei delightfully thought of these, the smile on her lips grew wider. 

She held out her hand, “Little Butterfly, serve the millennium snow lotus porridge which I had made 

earlier and follow me closely. I am going to the rear mountain to meet with Senior Brother!” 

….. 

In the deep end of the forest. 

A little courtyard laid within. 

Huang Yueli subconsciously held the blanket in front of her chest tightly as she stared chillingly at the 

man in front of her. 

Those words that Liu Buyan had said earlier simply sounded too dubious. 

What “take it all off”, “remove cleanly”! Would an honourable person even use such words? Could it be 

that he was really intending to lay his hands on her? 

Speaking of this, Liu Buyan helmed the reputation of the number one playboy in the South Sky region 

and even if she didn’t feel there was any major problem with Liu Buyan in her past life, but that could 

only be because she was Liu Buyan’s best friend’s sweetheart. 

As the saying goes, you cannot fool around with your friend’s wife. So perhaps Liu Buyan was courteous 

to her because of this. 

But now… he didn’t know her identity and perhaps he really had some warped thinking in his mind. 

Liu Buyan looked at her uptight expression and instantly his spirits was lifted. 

This irritating young lass, hadn’t she not shown him any respect earlier and even disrespect his dignity? 

How about now? Ha ha ha ha, he didn’t believe that he cannot cure this flat chested young lass at all! 

Chapter 666: Wasted to have such a handsome face 

 



Thinking of this, Liu Buyan opened his mouth once more: “Why? Didn’t hear me clearly? Still not going 

to undress? Oh, right, I understand now. You must still be suffering from concussion and feeling faint so 

you don’t have the energy to undress! I’ve wronged you! No matter, let me help you, undressing or the 

likes, I’m the expert in this…..” 

He protruded his cheeks and moved closer with an ambiguous expression, seemingly like he needed a 

good spanking. 

Huang Yueli’s mouth started to twitched. 

If it hadn’t been for lethargy and all the Profound Armaments she had were exhausted during the battle 

with Zuo Fangping, she would had thrown a Thunder Flame Ball on Liu Buyan’s face long ago! 

Really wasted to have such a handsome face. His character really seemed like it needed a spanking and 

looked especially retched! 

Liu Buyan stretched out his hand to snatch the blanket covering her. 

As Huang Yueli prepared to shoot her mouth off at him, suddenly a “creakkk~” sound was heard as the 

room door was opened from the outside. 

“Master, the items you require have been prepar~… Ahhh!!” 

Four serving maids entered the room and they were talking while walking in. 

The minute they entered the room, the scene they saw was two people huddling tightly at the corner of 

the bedside. 

The few of them immediately stopped in their tracks and using their hands to cover their mouths, they 

gave an astonished and vexed expression. 

Huang Yueli’s mouth started twitching again. 

From the expressions of those serving maids, without a doubt, they had mistaken her and Liu Buyan, the 

unprincipled one, were having some illicit affair! 

Only Heavens knew that she had no interest in this sully butterfly at all. 

Liu Buyan smiled as he raised his chin and raising his brow, that expression looking contented. 

Huang Yueli turned her face around with a chilly expression, not giving him a hoot. 

Liu Buyan turned around and when he faced the serving maids, the smile on his face instantly 

disappeared into thin air. 

“Who told you that you could enter the guest’s room without knocking on the door? Don’t you even 

have any manners?” 

Although Liu Buyan usually despised worldly conventions, but he was after all a ninth degree realm 

expert and when his stern face was turned on, that imposing manner was definitely extraordinary. 

The serving maids turned pale with fright and apologized profusely, “Master please be appeased. 

Qing’er is at fault. Please mete out punishment to me!” 



Liu Buyan replied: “Go to the in-charge and receive your punishment by yourself. Leave the things and 

you can go!” 

The few serving maids were scared out of their wits and hurriedly left the items before running out of 

the room. 

Huang Yueli turned to take a look and found that the serving maids had brought in a huge bathtub. It 

was as tall as one man’s height and the width was so large that it could seat two people with more space 

to spare. 

Beside the bathtub were various grades of medicinal herbs. 

Other than these, there were several pails of boiling hot water. 

Huang Yueli instantly understood what was going on. Liu Buyan had wanted to let her soak in a 

medicinal bath to expel the dark attributed Profound Energy within her. 

This was a commonly used treatment and Huang Yueli had encountered this plenty of times. 

If it hadn’t been for Liu Buyan who had put it so ambiguously to her in an attempt to mislead her, she 

would have thought of this long ago. 

On seeing the bathtub, Huang Yueli felt relieved and pulling the blanket aside, she sat up. 

She was still experiencing obvious dizziness so she didn’t dare to move too quickly. She placed one hand 

against the railing of the bed and the other held on to the mattress as she slowly arose. 

When Liu Buyan saw what she was doing, he held on to her shoulder and steadied her swaying body. 

“Come on, aren’t you feeling dizzy? Don’t push yourself too hard. Let me help you along the way, I can 

also help you undress directly! You really can’t find such a good hearted doctor like me nowadays…..” 

Chapter 667: Probably be my grandpa’s age already 

 

Huang Yueli was dumbstruck as she had been completely defeated by his thick skin. 

However, even though nothing nice comes out from this fellow’s filthy mouth, but knowing that his 

motive was to let her soak in the medicinal bath for treatment, Huang Yueli wasn’t a single bit worried. 

As a doctor, he would definitely not do anything which would affect the treatment. After all, what Liu 

Buyan was most afraid of was to ruin his own reputation as the Number One Divine Doctor! 

So Huang Yueli might as well let him help hold her as she slowly made her way to the bathtub. 

Since it saved more energy when someone was holding her and since that person liked to service others 

as though a serving maid, then why would she reject this offer? 

The duo stopped when they reached the side of the bathtub. 

Huang Yuei knew that the next step she should take was to undress and jump into the bathtub. So she 

looked back and stared at Liu Buyan, clearly intending that he should get lost! 



However, Liu Buyan didn’t move a single step and looked back directly at her, his expression filled with 

provocation. 

“What’s the matter? Lass, why aren’t you undressing? Could it be you are waiting for your brother here 

to help you undress? Then I really won’t stand on ceremony?” 

Liu Buyan waited for her exasperated or embarrassed reaction because she only had two routes to take. 

One was to undress in front of him or she could take up his suggestion to help her remove her clothes. 

And it seemed that it was impossible for her to agree to either one route so what reaction would she 

come out with? It was something worth looking forward to….. 

Liu Buyan actually didn’t realised that his thinking was abnormal but after that person had died, he 

hadn’t met with any young lass who had made him interested in the past ten over years and simply 

couldn’t wait to tease her. 

Huang Yueli remained rooted to the ground and calmly shot him a glance, “Uncle, how old are you now, 

you still dare to claim that you’re a brother? If you had kids when you were younger, you’d probably be 

my grandpa’s age already?” 

Liu Buyan’s expression on his handsome face paused for a moment and very quickly, it turned green and 

purple as though he had just swallowed a housefly. 

“Wa kao, where on earth have your eyes gone to? Uncle? Have you ever seen such a handsome and 

charming uncle? And grandpa…. Pa your head! I’m not that old alright??” 

As compared to this obviously inexperienced young lass, he was naturally older by quite a bit. 

But for nine degree realm practitioners like him, their lifespan would last at least a few thousand years 

and as for their looks, they would have to wait till they reached 900 years old before signs of aging 

would appear. Any time before that, he would maintain his looks when he had just broke through to the 

nine degree realm when he was twenty eight years old. 

So amongst the nine degree realm practitioners, Liu Buyan was considered as extremely young and with 

such a devilish handsome face, from three year old Lolita to several hundred year old nine degree realm 

female practitioners, which lady had not been smitten by him? 

Only this blind lass in front of him dared to despise him for his age?? 

Liu Buyan’s expression turned green and just as he was about to lecture this young lass on what was 

known to respect her elders….. uggg, no, to admire handsome men. 

This round, Huang Yueli opened her mouth again. 

“I say, Uncle, do you really want to see me undress?” 

“Of course!” 

Liu Buyan originally wanted to trick her and as he had been agitated by her earlier, he naturally would 

not let go of this opportunity to make a practical joke out of her who had despised her as old! 

Huang Yueli pursed her lips as though she was in an awkward position. 



“Alright then, I’m really going to undress!” 

What? Did he hear it wrongly, this lass was really preparing to undress in front of him?? 

Chapter 668: Rather pure and innocent 

 

Liu Buyan’s eye turned wide as it almost dropped out from its sockets. 

No, wait a minute, this must be unreal. This lass would rather die than give in to the assassin but when 

she met him, a charming and elegant handsome man, she actually gave in that easily? 

Could it be that she was conquered by his handsome looks? 

Liu Buyan narcissistically thought while he didn’t really believe this. 

Was this lass fooling around with him? Trying to scheme him, too innocent! When he hoaxed her 

continuously later, it would definitely make her cry nonstop! 

Liu Buyan’s mentality now was equivalent to a seven or eight year old boy. The more interest he had 

towards a girl, the more he wanted to make her cry. Apparently, he didn’t notice how childish he was. 

However, without waiting for him to continue, Huang Yueli said, “Alright, then I’ll undress now!” 

Saying that, she really pulled open the front lapel of her clothes and with a whoosh, she had revealed 

her outer clothes. 

“F***!!” 

Liu Buyan’s first reaction was to turn around and both his hands covering his eyes tightly. 

“You wretched lass, don’t you have any morals at all! You actually undressed in front of a stranger???” 

“Ha ha ha ha…” 

Huang Yueli’s laughter came reverberating from Liu Buyan’s back. 

He then realized that he had been tricked and as he turned around, he saw that there were several 

layers of clothes on Huang Yueli. The outer layer was a smock and after she had removed that, she still 

had inner robe and undergarments on her. So there was no way she would be exposed. 

“Stinking lass, you dare to fool me??” Liu Buyan’s expression turned as ugly as it could be. 

Huang Yueli laughed as she replied, “Uncle, don’t act tough. I realized that you’re actually an honorable 

and upright man.” 

“Me? You’re talking about me? What honorable and upright man could I be? Did you make a mistake? 

You really think I won’t force you!” Liu Buyan flushed red as an embarrassed glint flashed past his face. 

Huang Yueli laughed till she couldn’t speak. 

In actual fact, she had already discovered in her past life that Liu Buyan only appeared as a Casanova 

and abnormal but in reality, he wasn’t the extreme which he displayed to the outside world. 



She had already witnessed before in her past life that sometimes when Liu Buyan talked to her, his face 

would be flushed, and he looked rather pure and innocent. 

No one knew why he displayed a Casanova look and acted in a flirtatious behavior. 

Seeing that Liu Buyan’s expression was a mix of embarrassment and anger, Huang Yueli quickly grabbed 

hold of a screen and pulled it towards the side of the bathtub. 

“I’m really going to undress now, so just wait behind the screen!” 

“Why should I listen to you?” 

Liu Buyan’s expression was black like coal as he was filled with anger, bearing a look which showed that 

he couldn’t wait to strangle her to death. 

However, his actions and the words he said were totally the opposite. 

Liu Buyan looked at Huang Yueli holding up her dizzy head and taking the screen from her, he moved it 

to encircle the surroundings and even helped to pour the water and medicinal herbs into the bathtub 

before leaving the area. 

Walking to the external boundary outside the screen, he sat down on a chair. 

Slight rustling sound echoed from the screen and it was obvious that Huang Yueli was really undressing 

this time. 

Liu Buyan sat on the chair and hesitated for some time before he called out, “Hey, young lass, the water 

in the bathtub is boiling hot and the medicinal herbs inside are rather stimulating so when you enter….” 

Before he could finish, he heard a “splash” sound. 
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“….. must be more careful, otherwise it will scald you to death!” 

Liu Buyan mumbled as he completed his sentence and discovered that the lass had already entered the 

bathtub and his expression turned dark once again. 

He had gone through an intense battle in his mind before he decided to give up the opportunity to play 

a trick on her. Just as he wanted to remind her to take caution of the heat, who knew that this lass was 

looking for death and had jumped right in! 

What a waste of his precious sympathy! 

Even if she was scalded to death, she deserved it! 

Liu Buyan silently cursed. 

But after a while, he discovered that there was no strange sound coming from inside at all. Only the 

sound of water gently flowing which let out a light sploshing sound could be heard. 

Could it be that this lass was really scalded to death alive? 



Liu Buyan’s eyebrows knitted into a knot as he opened his mouth and inquired, “Hey, lass, are you still 

alive?” 

“You had spent so much effort to save me, and now you’re cursing me to die?” Huang Yueli’s sulky voice 

was heard from behind the screen. 

Liu Buyan heaved a sigh of relief but at the same time, he felt something was weird, “This medicinal 

bath…. Don’t you find it scorching hot?” 

“Scorching hot? It’s still alright?” Huang Yueli answered indifferently. 

To tell the truth, she really didn’t feel that this medicinal bath was scorching hot. The reason was 

because every time she advanced, the medicinal bath that she was soaked in was hotter than this by at 

least a hundred times. Besides that, the bathtub was continuously heated by True Phoenix Fire so that 

feeling was extremely overwhelming, it could simply burn a live person into charcoal. 

If it hadn’t been for her unique Flame Spirit Physique, she would probably had ended up dead. 

Compared to that, Liu Buyan’s medicinal bath was merely stimulating so to her, it was just an appetizer. 

However when these words fell onto Liu Buyan’s ears, he displayed an astonished look! 

In fact, he had intentionally added more ingredients to this medicinal bath because he was petty over 

the fact that this lass had tricked him several times so he purposely added in plenty of stimulating herbs. 

Not only were these medicinal herbs were not harmful to Huang Yueli’s body, it would only do her good. 

But once the medicinal water had risen to the boiling point, that stimulating feeling….. if an ordinary 

person’s finger were to even slightly touch a little bit of it, that person would immediately yell 

inordinately. 

To think that… this lass actually had no feeling… 

Just how strong was her determination? 

Liu Buyan’s eyes turned wide but he could not speak out at this moment. 

Huang Yueli didn’t say much and just sat there, soaking in the medicinal bath. 

But after soaking there for a while, she felt that it was too boring and adding on to the fact that her head 

was still rather dizzy, she almost fell asleep in the bathtub. 

She raised her voice and called out, “Hey, Uncle, are you still outside?” 

“I’m here, what’s wrong?” Liu Buyan was holding on to a medical scroll as he sat outside, “What’s up? 

Want me to soak in the bath with you? Say so earlier…. Even if you did, I also won’t accompany you!” 

“Tsk, who cares about that! I was just about to say, since it’s so boring, let’s have a chat!” 

The corners of Huang Yueli’s lips twitched. This fellow was good in everything except that his mouth was 

just too cheap. 

“Chat about what?” 



“Chat….. Uncle, this afternoon you told me that you’re the Number One Divine Doctor Liu Buyan, is that 

true?” 

Liu Buyan sulkily replied, “What do you think? I’ve already nursed you to around seventy or eighty 

percent of your health and you’re still asking such questions? Are you really blind?” 

“He he, I was just asking, just asking…” 

Huang Yueli had only wanted to find a topic to chat so that she wouldn’t fall asleep in the bath, in case 

she choked on the water. 

But after exchanging a few sentences with Liu Buyan, her heart felt a swirl because… there was a 

burning questions which she had kept within her heart for a very long time. 

“Uncle, I heard that you are good friends with Soaring Heavens Continent’s Number One Expert Mu 

Chengying, is that true? Do you know… how is he right now?” 
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It was after Huang Yueli popped the question did she realised how much she longed to know about Mu 

Chengying’s current situation. 

Before this, she was situated at a small place like South Yue Kingdom and had no way nor channel to 

find out about Mu Chengying’s news. So at that moment, her inner heart was still at peace, suppressing 

the imperative feeling. 

As she was a rational person, she knew it wouldn’t help even if she was anxious so the only thing she 

could do was to take one step at a time to gradually become stronger and think of ways to achieve her 

goal. 

However, now that Mu Chengying’s best buddy was just right beside her, Huang Yueli could no longer 

contain the impulse within her. 

The minute the words came out of her mouth, her heart started pounded madly. 

It had been two months since she was reincarnated into this body and she could finally find out Mu 

Chengying’s situation! 

But after waiting for several moments, she didn’t get a reply from Liu Buyan. 

Huang Yueli subconsciously frowned as puzzlement got her wondering what that wily man could be 

thinking about? 

After a while more, there was still no sound from outside of the screen. She could no longer keep it in 

and questioned, “Hey, Uncle, are you still there?” 

“…..Here.” Liu Buyan answered in a low tone. 

“I asked you something earlier, why didn’t you answer me?” 

“What did you ask me? I didn’t hear you clearly.” 



Liu Buyan’s tone sounded weird. If it had been normal times, Huang Yueli would have long realised 

something was not right. But today, she was just too anxious to find out about Mu Chengying’s situation 

so she had overlooked this point. 

“Uncle, you must be getting old, you actually are hearing impaired!” I was asking you, do you know 

what’s happening in Blue Profound Sect and what is Murong Sect Master doing nowadays? I heard that 

he had reached the peak of nine degree realm many years ago and had been searching for the pathway 

to God Realm, so has he successfully broken through to God Realm? And has he married anyone, does 

he have anyone beside…” 

The minute Huang Yueli opened her mouth, she realised that the number of things she wanted to know 

were simply too many. 

It had been fourteen long years since they had been apart! 

Fourteen years was enough for a baby to become a beautiful young lady. 

It wouldn’t be surprising if anything were to happen in this period of time. 

Hence the more Huang Yueli asked, the more unstoppable she became. 

However, just as she was talking without respite, suddenly….. 

“Enough! Shut up!” 

Liu Buyan’s tone brimmed with anger as though a jolt of lightning had exploded beside her ear! 

“You’re not allowed to mention Mu Chengying, this name!” The voice was fuming with rage between 

gritted teeth was able to make Huang Yueli feel the deep grudge Liu Buyan had within! 

Huang Yueli was dumbstrucked momentarily, “But, isn’t Mu Chengying…” 

“Shut up! I’m asking you to shut your mouth!” 

With a “Whoosh, Liu Buyan actually pushed the screen between the both of them flat onto the ground 

as he walked in utterly discomfited! 

Huang Yueli hurriedly pushed her body downwards a little more, allowing only her neck to surface above 

while the rest of her body was submerged in the water below. 

Luckily the bathtub was high and could basically cover her entirely. 

Liu Buyan took large strides towards her and the usually composed smiling handsome face was now 

flushed red as the corners of his eyes were raised, the rage could be visibly seen! 

“Young lass, I’ve been very tolerant with you! On account of your young age and you look like…. All the 

tricks and unkind words that you had done and talked, I’ve already not haggled with you on it and even 

curing you! But this does not mean that you can easily step on my bottom line!” 

 


